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8


Theories of Reinforcement


Learning Objectives


After reading this chapter, you should be able to do the following:


•	 Outline	the	differences	between	S–R	and	cognitive	theories	of	reinforcement.


•	 Understand	how	emerging	evidence	led	to	a	partial	convergence	of	the	theories,	as	both	sides	
adopted	a	scientific	model	allowing	the	existence	of	processes	that	cannot	be	seen	but	are	
evaluated	by	their	ability	to	predict	visible	behavior.


•	 Recognize	a	two-system	account	that	assumes	the	existence	of	two	learning	systems,	one	
associative	and	one	cognitive.


•	 Explain	how	the	distinction	between	controlled	and	automatic	processes	parallels	the	two-
system	account,	and	the	evidence	that	reinforcement	involves	both	controlled	and	automatic	
processes.


•	 Describe	avoidance	learning	and	the	theories	that	have	been	proposed	to	explain	it.
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CHAPTER 8Theories of Reinforcement


From the very beginning of the study of reinforcement, there has been conflict between 
two fundamentally different interpretations. The first, exemplified by Thorndike, is that 
reinforcement—especially in animals, but also in humans—is essentially a simple, auto-
matic process. When Thorndike placed his cats in the puzzle box for the first time, they 
struggled frantically to escape and reach the food dish outside. Eventually, after 8 to 10 


minutes of scrambling about, a cat might acciden-
tally contact the release mechanism and escape. If 
the cat formed a rational appreciation of the situ-
ation, he argued, it should repeat this response 
immediately on subsequent trials:


If there were in these animals any 
power of inference, however rudi-
mentary, however sporadic, however 
dim, there should have appeared 
among the multitude some cases 
when an animal, seeing through the 
situation, knows the proper act, does 
it, and from then on does it immedi-
ately upon being confronted with the 
situation. There ought, that is, to be a 
sudden vertical descent in the time-
curve. (Thorndike, 1911, p. 73)


In all the scores of animals Thorndike tested, how-
ever, not once did he observe sudden and endur-
ing improvement of this kind. In most instances, 
improvement over trials was a slow, gradual 
affair. (See Figure 5.2 for some representative 
records.) To Thorndike, this gradual improve-
ment in performance, with its occasional reversals 


and failures, did not at all resemble the behavior of a rational animal fully aware of the 
relationship between the latch and the door.


The gradual slope of the time-curve . . . shows the absence of reasoning. 
They represent the wearing smooth of a path in the brain, not the decisions 
of a rational consciousness. (Thorndike, 1911, p. 74)


Reinforcement, he concluded, caused the formation of an association between the response 
made and the stimuli that were present.


European psychologists such as Wolfgang Kohler proposed a very different interpre-
tation of learning. The apparent stupidity of the cats in the puzzle box, Kohler argued, 
reflected not so much their lack of intelligence as Thorndike’s! Specifically, Kohler argued 
that Thorndike’s tasks were difficult because the causal relationships were concealed. 
The physical relationship between the release mechanism and the door was not visible 
to the animals in most cases, and thus they could not directly perceive the relationship. 
If the relationship was made visible, Kohler suggested, animals would behave far more 
intelligently.


Chimpanzees really do love bananas, and 
that love played a crucial role in Kohler’s 
research into the role of insight in learning.
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In one test of this prediction, Kohler (1927) left a stick in a chimpanzee’s cage and then 
placed a bunch of bananas outside the cage just beyond her reach.


She grasps at it, vainly of course, and then begins the characteristic com-
plaint of the chimpanzee: she thrusts both lips—especially the lower—
forward, for a couple of inches, gazes imploringly at the observer, utters 
whimpering sounds, and finally flings herself on the ground on her back—
a gesture most eloquent of despair . . . . Thus, between lamentations and 
entreaties, some time passes, until—about seven minutes after the fruit has 
been exhibited to her—she suddenly casts a look at the stick, ceases her 
moaning, seizes the stick, stretches it out of the cage, and succeeds, though 
somewhat clumsily, in drawing the bananas within arm’s length . . . . The 
test is repeated after an hour’s interval; on this second occasion, the animal 
has recourse to the stick much sooner, and uses it with more skill; and, at 
a third repetition, the stick is used immediately, as on all subsequent occa-
sions. (Kohler, 1927, pp. 32–33)


This abrupt change in behavior, Kohler concluded, revealed a sudden insight into the 
nature of the problem, rather than the gradual strengthening of an association. So, is learn-
ing a simple associative process or a sophisticated cognitive one? In this chapter, we will 
trace the conflict between these views and consider which one is correct.


8.1 What Is Learned?
One major battleground in the conflict between associative and cognitive theories of learn-
ing concerns precisely what is learned when a reinforcer is presented.


S–R Theory 


Behaviorism


According to Thorndike, when a 
cat escaped from the puzzle box 
and ate the food in the dish, the 
resulting pleasure stamped in an 
association between the impulse 
to make the response and the 
sense impressions that accompa-
nied it. This associative account 
differed markedly from the then-
dominant view that animals 
were intelligent and possessed 
conscious mental processes 
similar to those of humans. In 
one respect, though, it was still 
not sufficiently radical for early 
behaviorists such as John B. 


Watson believed that trying to make inferences about 
thoughts and feelings through behavior was fruitless, since the 
relationship between the two was ultimately unverifiable. Take 
the woman in the image as a case in point: although she has a 
smile on her face, she is crying, which goes to show that a smile 
does not always correlate with a subjective state of contentment.
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Watson (1913). The problem, for 
Watson, was that Thorndike still 
assumed that associations were 
formed between sensations and 
impulses—mental events inside 
the animal’s head. The stamping 
in of an association, moreover, 
was attributed to the feelings 
of pleasure that followed it. But 
how could anyone know what 
sensations or feelings were going 
on inside an animal’s head? And 
what value is there in explaining 
an animal’s behavior in terms 
of its mental states if there is no 
way of determining the truth of 
these explanations?


The essence of the scientific 
method—the quality that dis-
tinguishes it from other intel-
lectual pursuits such as literary 


criticism or philosophy—is that scientific debates are settled by evidence. If a physicist 
makes what on the surface seems a totally absurd claim—for example, that no object can 
move faster than the speed of light, and that no matter how much energy is invested, 
this maximum speed cannot be exceeded by even one millimeter per second—this claim 
is evaluated solely by how it fits with evidence, rather than whether it sounds plausible. 
This emphasis on evidence rather than on opinion allows science to progress, rather than 
becoming bogged down in unresolvable differences of opinion. Watson argued that men-
tal explanations do not allow for this evidence-based approach, because we cannot know 
what an animal is thinking or feeling.


Injunctions to avoid all references to the mind were hard enough to accept with animal 
behavior, but Watson went further and argued that the same prohibition should apply to 
explanations of human behavior. The problem is fundamentally the same: We can observe 
other people’s behavior—we see them smiling, for example—but we cannot directly 
observe their emotions, and the inferences we make about these emotions might be very 
wrong. (As Shakespeare’s Hamlet warned, “one may smile, and smile, and be a villain 
. . .”) Any explanation that attributes people’s behavior to their thoughts or feelings, there-
fore, is untestable because we cannot be sure what these feelings are.


Instead of trying to explain behavior through thoughts or feelings, Watson argued, we 
should focus on the environmental and hereditary influences that give rise to these mental 
states. If we want to explain a murderer’s behavior, for example, we should focus on the 
experiences that led to this behavior—for example, abandonment or harsh treatment as 
a child. Only by identifying these environmental causes can we prevent the recurrence 
of such behavior in the future. Explaining behavior through external influences might 
seem cold and lifeless—when we attribute others’ behavior to thoughts and feelings like 
our own, we can identify with them and thus feel that we really understand them—but 


Thorndike would have explained a squirrel’s behavior to search 
for nuts in a particular location in terms of an association being 
stamped in between the impulse to search for nuts under a 
certain tree and the sense impressions that accompanied this 
impulse. Watson would have explained the behavior in terms 
of stimulus and response: the stimulus (a certain tree) would 
have given rise to the response of searching.
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behaviorists believed that environmental explanations have the priceless advantage of 
being testable, allowing inadequate explanations to be discarded and progress to be made.


In sum, Watson argued that behavior should be explained by visible events because only 
explanations stated in these terms could be objectively tested. Applying this analysis to 
reinforcement, Watson agreed with Thorndike’s emphasis on associations but rejected the 
assumption that these associations were formed between mental events. Where Thorn-
dike spoke of a sense impression or sensation, Watson and other behaviorists substituted 
the visible object in the environment that gave rise to it—the stimulus. And when Thorn-
dike spoke of mental impulses to respond, behaviorists substituted the muscular move-
ments that resulted—the response. Reinforcement, in their view, strengthens an association 
between the stimulus and the response, and for this reason this view became known as 
S–R theory.


A Cognitive View


Cognitive psychologists vehemently disagreed with this analysis. Even if mental states 
were sometimes difficult to observe, they play a crucial role in determining our behavior, 
and it would thus be folly to ignore them. A vivid statement of this view came from Wil-
liam McDougall, a social psychologist and contemporary of Watson. In the course of an 
entertaining and sometimes caustic debate with Watson, staged in 1929, McDougall asked 
his listeners to imagine the following scene:


I come into the hall and see a man on the platform scraping the guts of a 
cat with hairs from the tail of a horse; and, sitting silently in attitudes of 
rapt attention, are a thousand persons who presently break out into wild 
applause. How will the Behaviorist explain these strange incidents: How 
explain the fact that vibrations emitted by the cat-gut stimulate all the 
thousand into absolute silence and quiescence; and the further fact that the 
cessation of the stimulus seems to be a stimulus to the most frantic activity? 
Common sense and psychology agree in accepting the explanation that the 
audience heard the music with keen pleasure and vented their gratitude 
and admiration for the artist in shouts and hand clappings. But the Behav-
iorist knows nothing of pleasure and pain, of admiration and gratitude. 
He has relegated all such “metaphysical entities” to the dust heap, and 
must seek some other explanation. Let us leave him seeking it. The search 
will keep him harmlessly occupied for some centuries to come. (Watson & 
McDougall, 1929, pp. 68–69)


Regarding S–R theory’s emphasis on associations, cognitive psychologists argued that 
learning was far too complex and subtle to be explained in such simple terms. If a response 
is reinforced with food, this would not strengthen an association but rather lead to the for-
mation of an expectation that this response produces food. To make the contrast between 
the two views more concrete, consider a rat that runs down an alley in a maze and obtains 
food in the goal box. According to S–R theorists, this would lead to the formation of an 
association between the cues of the maze and the response of running, so that these cues 
would automatically elicit running; according to cognitive theorists, the rat would form 
an expectation that the goal box contained food, and it would then run to the goal box to 
obtain this food. So, which view is right?
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Learning Without Responding


One way to evaluate the competing approaches was suggested by Thorndike. In an arti-
cle published in 1946, entitled simply “Expectation,” he compared the S–R and cognitive 
views of learning and suggested a simple way to distinguish them. According to the S–R 
view, a reward stamps in whatever muscular response precedes it (or, more accurately, 
an association between that response and the stimuli present at the time). According to 
cognitive theorists, on the other hand, learning is 
fundamentally a perceptual process in which sub-
jects perceive the relationships between events.


These two views have very different implications 
for what should be learned in a situation in which 
no response is made. If what is learned is a muscu-
lar response, then if no response is made, no S–R 
association will be formed. Learning, therefore, 
can occur only if a response is made. According to 
cognitive theorists, however, it is not the response 
itself that is crucial but, rather, the opportunity to 
perceive appropriate relationships among events. 
Provided the experimental situation allows these 
relationships to be perceived, learning should be 
possible even in the absence of a response.


Stated in this abstract form, the differences 
between the two positions might not be clear, 
but we can illustrate them more concretely using 
an experiment by McNamara, Long, and Wike 
(1956). Two groups of rats were placed in a simple 
T-maze in which food was available in the goal 
box on the right. One group of rats was allowed 
to run through the maze by themselves, but in 
the second group, the rats were carried through 
in a wire basket pushed by the experimenter. The 
sequence of trips to the left and right goal boxes 
was exactly the same for both groups: When a subject in the first group freely turned to 
the right and received food, its yoked partner was carried to the same goal box and fed; 
when the first subject went to the left and found nothing, so did the other. The subjects in 
the two groups thus received exactly the same sequence of turns and reinforcements. The 
only difference was that in one group the rats ran through the maze by themselves and in 
the other they were carried.


Following training, both groups were given nonreinforced test trials in which they were 
placed in the start box and allowed to run freely through the maze. (The experimenters 
withheld food to ensure that no further learning occurred during testing.) According to an 
S–R analysis, because subjects in the basket group never performed the correct response 
during training, this response would not have been associated with the cues of the maze. 
According to a cognitive analysis, however, these subjects would have had just as much 
opportunity to observe the appropriate relationship (that food is in the goal box on the 
right, not on the left) as those in the control group, and so should have learned equally.


Research conducted by McNamara and 
colleagues (1956) using two groups of rats 
in a T-maze demonstrated that learning 
involves more than just the simple 
stamping in of an association between a 
stimulus and a response.
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The result predicted by the cognitive analysis was exactly what was obtained: The prefer-
ence for the correct side was virtually identical in the two groups (64% versus 66%). The 
fact that the second group did not physically make the turning response clearly did not 
prevent its being learned. Learning, therefore, must involve something more than just the 
stamping in of particular movements.


Results such as these suggest that animals can acquire new habits simply by observing the 
world around them (see also Whiten, Custance, Gomez, Teixidor, & Bard, 1996). If learning 
is to be characterized by the formation of associations, therefore, these associations must 
sometimes involve covert events inside the organism that cannot be directly observed.


Neobehaviorism 
Behaviorism arose out of a growing revulsion with the seemingly endless bickering of the 
introspectionists, with each observer studying his or her own private world and no two 
observers able to agree. The solution, as Watson saw it, was to eliminate all references to 
mental states from psychology. The evidence for learning without responding, however, 
showed that learning could not be described solely in terms of visible behavior. This cre-
ated a painful dilemma for behaviorists: Could S–R theory be salvaged? Or did its failure 
in this instance require a repudiation of behaviorism and a concomitant return to intro-
spection, with all its faults?


In fact, few thought of repudiation, and the history of science would provide few prec-
edents for an abrupt reversal of this kind. Any theory is built on a complex network of 
assumptions, and although an incorrect prediction might mean that one of these assump-
tions is wrong, it hardly invalidates the entire set. Put less charitably, none of us likes to 
admit to being totally wrong—we might acknowledge a small oversight, perhaps, but 
surely not total failure! The practical problem confronting S–R theorists, then, was not so 
much whether to abandon their theory as how to modify it to account for learning without 
responding while doing the least damage to the theory’s basic structure.


Hull’s View


Clark Hull provided the answer, and it was breathtaking in its simplicity: If we must 
assume covert behaviors, he said, let these behaviors have exactly the same properties as 
overt ones. Covert activities should be viewed as muscular responses, obeying exactly the 
same behavioral laws (laws of reinforcement, classical conditioning, generalization, and 
so forth) as their overt counterparts. Rather than abandoning an S–R analysis, in other 
words, Hull proposed that it be extended to cover covert responses as well as overt ones.


But how could a behaviorist assume invisible responses? The very essence of behavior-
ism lay in its insistence on studying only those behaviors that can be observed objectively, 
and by no stretch of the imagination could invisible muscle twitches be said to meet this 
criterion. Hull’s response, in essence, was that a blanket refusal to countenance unobserv-
able events was based on a misreading of the practice in other sciences. Although it was 
true that all sciences insisted that disputes could be settled only by objectively observable 
evidence, this did not mean that hypothetical or invisible states could not be allowed at 
a theoretical level. Newton’s theory of gravity, for example, assumed a force that was 
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totally invisible, but it specified 
the precise effects this force 
should have on objects such as 
falling apples and orbiting plan-
ets, and these predictions made 
the theory testable. As long as 
a hypothetical state meets this 
criterion of leading to testable 
predictions, there is no scientific 
reason for not allowing it. 
Applying this analysis to psy-
chology, Hull argued that there 
could be no objection to assum-
ing that some unobservable 
event (X) intervened between a 
stimulus (S) and response (R),


S  [X]  R 


provided that the relationships between S and X and between X and R were specified 
clearly enough to allow the unambiguous derivation of predictions.


The hypothetical event, X, in this equation is called an intervening variable, and for the 
theory to be testable, statements about intervening variables must satisfy two conditions:


1. The relationship between S and X must be clearly specified, so that it is possible to 
predict in advance what situations will produce X: 


S  X 


2. The relationship between X and R must be clearly specified, so that when the 
unobservable event X occurs, we can predict what overt response will follow:


X  R 


If these requirements are satisfied, then the theory can predict what behavior will occur in 
any situation, and the predictions can then be tested.


To be able to predict when a covert response would occur, Hull assumed that covert responses 
would have exactly the same properties, and obey the same laws, as their overt counter-
parts. For example, if a rat receives food in a goal box, the laws of classical conditioning 
suggest that the responses elicited by food should be conditioned to the stimuli that are pres-
ent. Based on this law, Hull simply assumed that such conditioning would occur whenever 
a reinforcer was presented, regardless of whether the conditioned response could be seen.


This approach came to be known as neobehaviorism: it retains behaviorism’s emphasis on 
overt behavior as the only measure of a psychological explanation’s accuracy. Neobehav-
iorism differs from behaviorism in allowing the postulation of unobservable events at a 
theoretical level, provided that the theory leads to testable predictions about overt behavior.


Newton’s theory of gravity specifies the effects that an invisible 
force will have on objects such as falling apples. Crucially, his 
theory made predictions that could be tested, and it was the 
success of these predictions that made his theory so successful.
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At this point you might fairly be wondering how assuming the existence of invisible con-
ditioned responses can allow neobehaviorism to account for phenomena such as learn-
ing without responding. In a series of ingenious papers, Hull (1943, 1952) showed how 
his approach could do exactly that, accounting for a wide range of phenomena that, on 
the surface, provided seemingly irrefutable evidence against S–R theory. The heart of his 
new theory was the assumption that presentation of a reinforcer will result in the con-
ditioning of covert responses to the stimuli present. He argued that these conditioned 
responses could bear much of the explanatory burden that cognitive theories assigned to 
expectations.


Masochistic Rats


We can illustrate how Hull’s theory worked using a rather remarkable experiment 
reported by Fowler and Miller (1963). The subjects were rats, and they were allowed to 
run down a straight alley to a goal box containing food. As soon as they reached the food, 
however, they were given a brief electric shock before being allowed to consume it. For 
some subjects, the shock was delivered to their hind paws; for others, it was delivered 
to their forepaws; control subjects received no shock. From a cognitive perspective, we 
would expect the rats in both of the shock conditions to run down the alley more slowly 
than the controls: If you know you’re going to receive a painful shock as soon as you reach 
your goal, your enthusiasm about getting there is likely to be diminished.


To a point, an S–R analysis points to the same conclusion: Thorndike’s Law of Effect says 
that punishment will weaken an S–R association, just as reinforcement will strengthen 
it. According to Hull’s revision of S–R theory, however, in predicting the effects of 
shock we also need to take into account the conditioned responses it elicits, and these 
responses would be very different for shocks delivered to the forepaws and the hind 
paws. Specifically, shocks to the hind paws elicit a tendency to jump forward, thus mov-
ing away from the source of the shock, whereas shocks to the forepaws elicit a tendency 
to recoil. Rats in the forepaw group would thus move backward when shocked in the 
goal, and this unconditioned response would become conditioned to the goal box cues. 
Because the entire apparatus was made of the same material and painted the same color, 
this conditioned response would then generalize to the rest of the alley. When returned 
to the apparatus for subsequent trials, therefore, the alley cues would elicit a tendency to 
move backward, which would interfere with the reinforced response of running. Rats in 
the hind-paw group, on the other hand, would jump forward when shocked, so general-
ization of this response to the start box should result in an increase in the speed of running. 
Hull’s version of S–R theory thus leads to the curious prediction that under some circum-
stances punishment should actually strengthen the punished response!


This prediction was supported. Rats in the hind-paw group actually ran faster to reach the 
goal box than did subjects that had not been shocked at all (Figure 8.1). Furthermore, rats 
that received a 75-volt shock to their hind paws ran faster than those that received only a 
60-volt shock, as if they liked being shocked and couldn’t wait to obtain it.
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Figure 8.1: Mean speeds of rats running to a goal box


When the rats reached the goal box, they received either a shock to the forepaws, shock to the hind 
paws, or no shock, depending on the group to which they belonged.
Source: Adapted from Fowler & Miller, 1963
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From the standpoint of a cognitive analysis, this result is quite bizarre: If rats think ahead 
to what is going to happen in the goal box, surely those expecting a shock should run 
more slowly. But the results seen are exactly what an S–R analysis would lead us to expect. 
Or, to be more precise, this is one of the predictions made by S–R theory. As noted previ-
ously, shock in the goal box should have two effects in the hind-paw group: punishing 
the preceding response of running, but also eliciting the jumping forward behavior as an 
unconditioned response. It is difficult to predict in advance which of these effects will be 
stronger. What is noteworthy is that an S–R analysis can predict that shock will increase 
running, whereas a cognitive analysis cannot. Thus, although Hull’s modification of S–R 
theory is in many ways counterintuitive—it denies that a rat running down an alley knows 
that it is doing so to obtain food and instead insists on describing its behavior in terms 
of habits elicited automatically by the environment—in at least some situations animals 
appear to behave in just the simpleminded way that Hull’s theory predicts.
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Tolman’s Expectations 
Hull’s neobehaviorist approach 
represented a major liberaliza-
tion of S–R theory—for the first 
time the existence (and impor-
tance) of covert processes inside 
the organism was formally 
acknowledged. The notion that 
these internal processes involved 
nothing more than simple associ-
ations, however, was still totally 
unacceptable to cognitive theo-
rists such as Edward C. Tolman.


Tolman, like Hull, was a behav-
iorist. He believed that intro-
spection was an unreliable guide 
to mental processes and that 
psychology thus needed to use 
visible behavior as the data for 
testing any theory. Also like Hull, however, he was prepared to speculate about processes 
that might occur between the reception of a stimulus and the performance of a response, 
provided that any theory about these internal processes led to testable predictions about 
behavior. Both men thus accepted the use of intervening variables to explain behavior:


S  [X]  R 


Indeed, Tolman actually devised this approach.


The two theorists differed sharply, however, in their beliefs about the nature of these 
internal processes. Whereas Hull believed that these internal processes were basically 
associative in nature, Tolman felt that this approach failed to capture the purposive 
nature of behavior. When a trained rat ran down a maze, he suggested, it was not simply 
responding to stimuli blindly and automatically but, instead, was engaged in a purpose-
ful effort to reach the goal box and obtain food. Tolman and his students at the University 
of California at Berkeley carried out a number of experiments to test the two theories’ pre-
dictions. We will focus here on two of these experiments, involving what Tolman called 
“docility” and “disruption.”


Docility 


Docility was Tolman’s term for flexibility of behavior in trying to reach a goal. Suppose, 
for example, that a rat is reinforced for running down an alley. If all it has learned is an S–R 
association, we would expect that whatever movement was reinforced on the first trial 
would be repeated mechanically on all subsequent trials. But if the rat has instead learned 


Tolman and Hull both accepted the use of intervening variables 
to explain behavior, but while Hull might have believed that 
this killer whale was simply responding blindly to the sound of 
the trainer’s whistle, Tolman would have said that the whale 
was engaged in a purposeful effort to reach the side of the 
pool, where fish was available.
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an expectation that food is in 
the goal box, we might expect it 
to respond flexibly by selecting 
whatever movements will get it 
to the goal most efficiently.


One of Tolman’s students, Mac-
farlane (1930), reported an exam-
ple of docility. In the first phase of 
his experiment, rats were trained 
to run through a partially flooded 
complex maze to reach a goal box 
containing food. After the correct 
sequence of left and right turns 
had been well learned, the water 
level of the maze was increased 
so that running was no longer 
possible. If the rats had only 
learned a particular set of mus-
cular movements during train-
ing, they should no longer have 


been able to find the correct path to the goal because with the maze flooded, these particular 
movements were no longer possible. In fact, Macfarlane found that his rats simply swam 
down the correct paths instead of running, without any errors. To Tolman, these results indi-
cated that during training the rats had learned not a particular set of movements but, rather, 
a general expectation that food was available in the goal box, and they were flexibly choos-
ing whatever movements would be most effective in getting them there.


Disruption 


A second prediction of Tolman’s expectancy theory was that behavior would be disturbed 
if an expectation was not met. Perhaps the most striking evidence of disruption comes 
from an experiment by another of Tolman’s students. Tinklepaugh (1928) trained mon-
keys to reach under one of two cups to retrieve a reward that they had earlier seen the 
experimenter place there. On some trials, the reward was a banana; on others, it was a 
piece of lettuce—a food that monkeys consider less desirable but will normally eat read-
ily. On special test trials, after baiting the cup with a banana, Tinklepaugh would reach 
under the cup while the monkey wasn’t looking and replace the banana with lettuce. 
Tinklepaugh reports the monkey’s typical reaction when he told it to “come get the food.”


She jumps down from the chair, rushes to the proper container and picks it 
up. She extends her hand to seize the food. But her hand drops to the floor 
without touching it. She looks at the lettuce but (unless very hungry) does 
not touch it. She looks around the cup and behind the board. She stands up 
and looks under and around her. She picks the cup up and examines it thor-
oughly inside and out. She has on occasion turned toward observers present 
in the room and shrieked at them in apparent anger. After several seconds 
spent searching, she gives a glance towards the other cup, which she has 


The dog at this show has learned to maneuver around a series 
of tunnels and hurdles in response to food rewards provided 
by his trainer. If the dog were prevented from jumping over a 
hurdle, perhaps by the placement of some obstacle in his way, 
he would most likely respond flexibly by running around the 
obstacle, a trait that Tolman called “docility.”
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been taught not to look 
into, and then walks off 
to a nearby window. The 
lettuce is left untouched 
on the floor. (Tinkle-
paugh, 1928, p. 224)


Observations of this kind 
might not prove that the mon-
key expected a banana, but it 
is difficult to think of another 
explanation.


Reinforcer Devaluation


One possible reaction to the Tin-
klepaugh experiment by an S–R 
theorist might be to concede 
that monkeys form expectations 
but to argue that “lower” species such as rats learn only associations. Recent evidence, 
however, suggests that even this fallback position might not be tenable, as rats too seem 
capable of anticipating the consequences of their actions. One example comes from an 
experiment by Colwill and Rescorla (1985). In the first phase, they trained rats to make 
two responses (pressing a lever or pulling a chain) to obtain two different reinforcers 
(sucrose or food pellets). For example, one group learned to press a lever to obtain sucrose 
and to pull a chain to obtain food pellets:


Rlever  Sucrose


Rchain  Food pellets


The experimenters then devalued one of these reinforcers by pairing it with a mild dose 
of a toxin, lithium chloride (LiCl), until the rats would no longer consume it. There were 
thus two main groups: one in which sucrose was devalued, and a second in which food 
pellets were devalued:


Devaluation: Sucrose  LiCl or Food pellets  LiCl


Finally, the rats were again allowed access to the lever and chain, and responding was 
measured during an extinction test in which neither was reinforced.


What should we expect to happen? Consider the response of pressing the lever. If the rats 
had learned S–R associations during training, the cues of the Skinner box should have 
become associated with this response. Pairing sucrose with lithium should not affect this 
association, so that when the rats were returned to the Skinner box for testing, the box 
cues should still elicit lever pressing. If, on the other hand, the rats had learned to expect 
sucrose when they pressed the lever, then because the rats in the sucrose devaluation 
group no longer want sucrose, they should not press the lever.


A child who is promised a treat for good behavior and then 
denied the treat may burst out crying or engage in a temper 
tantrum; this points to the fact that the child has an expectation 
and that when the expectation is not met, disruption occurs.
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Figure 8.2 shows the extinction data for responses that had previously produced sucrose. 
Because no responses were reinforced during the extinction test, there was a significant 
decrease in responding as testing progressed. More important, performance depended 
on which reinforcer had been associated with illness: Responding for sucrose was much 
lower if sucrose had been devalued than if food pellets had been devalued. The almost 
inescapable implication is that the rats knew which reinforcer each response produced, 
so that when sucrose was devalued they ceased to make the particular response that pro-
duced it (see also Colwill & Motzkin, 1994).


Figure 8.2:  Performance during extinction of a response that previously  
produced sucrose


After rats were trained to press a lever to obtain sucrose, devaluation of sucrose (by pairing it with 
illness) led to a substantial decrease in lever pressing in extinction. Devaluation of a different reward, 
food pellets, did not have this effect, suggesting that the rats knew that pressing the lever produced 
sucrose.
Source: Adapted from Colwill & Rescorla, 1985
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8.2 The Two-System Hypothesis
In reviewing the conflict between S–R and cognitive theories, we have seen persuasive 
evidence for both views. S–R theorists, for example, could point to the gradual learn-
ing that occurred with Thorndike’s cats, and to the behavior of the rats in Fowler and 
Miller’s experiment, in which shock increased the rats’ running to get to the goal box, a 
behavior that hardly seemed to reflect a keen awareness of consequences. On the other 
hand, the flexibility of behavior in Macfarlane’s rat-swimming experiment and the strik-
ing reactions of Tinklepaugh’s monkeys provided equally strong support for a cognitive 
account. We could continue to cite evidence supporting each side. (For persuasive evi-
dence supporting an S–R analysis, see Powell & Perkins, 1957; Morgan, 1974. Equally 
impressive support for a cognitive interpretation is available in Hulse, Fowler, & Honig, 
1978; Premack & Woodruff, 1978.) But the fundamental dilemma would remain the same: 
There is a considerable body of evidence on both sides, making it very difficult to decide 
which is correct. Why should this be so? Why, after decades of effort and many hundreds 
of experiments, is it still so difficult to say which theory is right?


Why Was the Issue So Difficult to Resolve?
One reason the issue was so difficult to resolve is that, over time, the assumptions of the 
two camps became increasingly similar, making it harder and harder to separate them 
experimentally. At first, the gulf between them was very wide: S–R theorists refused to 
allow any internal processes, and cognitive theorists concentrated on them to the exclu-
sion of virtually everything else. As experimental evidence accumulated, however, there 
was a gradual convergence of the two positions, as theorists on both sides adjusted their 
views to accommodate the new evidence. The evidence for phenomena such as learning 


without responding led Hull to 
accept the importance of inter-
nal states, and the demonstrated 
inadequacies of introspection 
led Tolman to accept the behav-
iorist position that these inter-
nal states could not be observed 
directly. Both sides, therefore, 
agreed that statements about 
internal states must be regarded 
as theoretical hypotheses, and 
the validity of these hypotheses 
must be judged not by intro-
spection but by the accuracy of 
their predictions.


The specific content of the pro-
posed theories certainly sounded 
very different, but, in practice, 
Hull’s covert responses served 
many of the anticipatory func-
tions of an expectation, occurring 


A rainbow is made up of colors of different wavelengths. It is 
where the colors overlap that it may be difficult to separate 
them. In other words, it is easy to distinguish yellow from 
orange, or red from orange, but distinguishing a pale shade of 
yellow from a bright shade of yellow is much more difficult. 
In a similar way, as S–R theory and cognitive theory began to 
converge, it became more and more difficult to separate them 
from each other.
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in the same sort of situations and playing a similar function in directing behavior. The names 
were different, but their properties turned out to be surprisingly similar. These similarities 
do not mean that the two accounts were identical; they were not. But their similarities do 
help to explain why psychologists had such difficulty separating the theories.


Ambiguity


One problem in evaluating the claims of S–R and cognitive theory, then, is that the two 
theories are far more similar structurally than the differences in their terminology might 
suggest. A second, even more serious, obstacle has been the vagueness of the two theories. 
As we have seen, a crucial requirement for testing any theory involving an intervening 
variable X is that this variable be clearly and unambiguously tied to antecedent stimuli 
(S) and consequent responses (R), so that the behavior to be expected in any situation can 
be clearly predicted:


S  [X]  R 


Unfortunately, neither Hull nor Tolman ever really succeeded in meeting this criterion. 
Although Tolman certainly intended to provide clear definitions of what he meant by an 
expectation, in practice his definitions often turned out to be frustratingly vague. Consider 
again McNamara, Long, and Wike’s experiment in which one group of rats was pushed 
through a maze in a basket but a second group was allowed to walk through normally. 
One possible prediction based on a cognitive analysis was that the subjects in the cart 
group would learn as well as the controls because both groups would have the same num-
ber of reinforced and nonreinforced trials, and thus an equal opportunity to learn which 
goal box contained food. On the other hand, cognitive theorists could have predicted with 
equal plausibility that these rats would learn nothing about which side was correct, but 
only that if they sat quietly in the basket they would sometimes be rewarded with food! 
An expectation analysis simply doesn’t tell us which outcome to expect: The crucial link 
between S and X is not specified, so we don’t know which of the possible expectations 
would actually be learned in a given situation.


A similar ambiguity prevails at the link between a subject’s expectation and its overt 
behavior. Tolman tells us that if an expectancy is not met, we should expect some kind of 
disruption—but what disruption? If a monkey finds a lettuce leaf instead of an expected 
banana, will it shriek and throw the lettuce away, or will it merely gaze at the experimenter 
mournfully and eat the lettuce anyway? To simply say that subjects learn expectations 
does not go very far toward helping us to predict what effect a particular expectation will 
have on behavior. This problem was neatly captured in a famous gibe by Guthrie (1952), 
who accused Tolman of leaving his subjects “buried in thought” at a maze’s choice point.


In Tolman’s theorizing, then, an expectation is not clearly tied either to the environmental 
conditions that produce it or to the behavior that follows, so that any predictions were 
much more the products of Tolman’s intuitions—”Now what would I do if I were in that 
situation?”—than of any clearly stated set of rules.


If cognitive theorizing was plagued by vagueness, however, S–R theory had its own share 
of ambiguity. As we have already seen, the main virtue in treating internal events as if 
they are covert muscle twitches is that their occurrence can then be predicted objectively 
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using the same laws of behavior known to govern overt responses. But what if all these 
rules are not known? Or if those principles that are known sometimes predict opposite 
effects? Unless all the laws of overt behavior are known, we cannot hope to predict covert 
behavior unambiguously, and the sad truth is that these laws are not fully known even 
in outline form, much less in the quantitative detail required to predict what will hap-
pen when different principles conflict. In Fowler and Miller’s punishment experiment, 
for example, we saw that an S–R analysis could equally predict faster or slower running 
in subjects shocked on their hind legs; equally ambiguous predictions can be derived in 
other cases (see, for example, Gleitman, Nachmias, & Neisser, 1954). On the surface, S–R 
theory might appear considerably more precise and objective than cognitive theory, but in 
practice its predictions often depend just as much on theorists’ intuitions as do the predic-
tions derived from cognitive theories. (For a more detailed—and devastating—critique of 
Hullian theory along these lines, see Koch, 1954.)


Two Systems? 


Given the similarity of the two theories, and the ambiguity with which each was formu-
lated, it is perhaps less surprising that psychologists have had so much difficulty deter-
mining which one is right. There is, however, still a third possible explanation that, if 
correct, would readily account for the difficulty in establishing which theory is correct: 
Perhaps they both are.


Throughout this chapter we have implicitly assumed that there is only one learning sys-
tem, the only issue being whether this system is associative or cognitive. There is, however, 
no logical reason why there could not be two. Perhaps, as we suggested in our analysis of 
classical conditioning, a relatively primitive system evolved first in which stimuli were 
simply associated with responses, eliciting them automatically. With the development of 
the neocortex, a more sophisticated system might have emerged that allowed animals 
to anticipate the consequences of these responses. Each system could have important 
advantages, with the associa-
tive system allowing rapid and 
automatic responses in simple 
or dangerous situations, and 
the cognitive system allow-
ing more sophisticated plan-
ning in situations where there 
is time to consider the conse-
quences of alternative courses 
of action. Whatever their pre-
cise functions, the existence of 
the two systems would obvi-
ously explain why behavior 
appears rigid and mechanical in 
some situations, yet flexible and 
intentional in others.


Indeed, some evidence suggests 
that the two processes not only 
coexist in the same organism 


Animal behavior may be influenced by two different systems, 
one that is associative and instinctual, the other that is 
more intentional. In this photograph, an industrious beaver 
constructs a dam. Is it possible that both systems influence the 
beaver’s behavior?
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but, in some cases, even influence the same behavior. In describing the results of the Col-
will and Rescorla experiment, we noted that pairing sucrose with illness resulted in a 
significant decrease in responding for sucrose. If you look back at Figure 8.2, however, 
you will see that although responding in the sucrose-devaluation group declined sub-
stantially, the rats in this group still did respond initially. Thus, despite the fact that the 
rats would not eat the sucrose, they nevertheless responded to obtain it; in some of the 
other experiments reported by Colwill and Rescorla (1986), this responding was quite 
substantial. One plausible interpretation is that during the training phase S–R associa-
tions were formed as well as expectations, so that the experimental cues continued to 
elicit responding automatically, even though at another level the rats knew that the food 
was aversive (see also Morgan, 1974). It appeared, in other words, as if the rats’ behavior 
was influenced by both the associative and cognitive systems.


Whether or not associations and expectations can influence performance simultaneously, 
the hypothesis that animals can learn both has a number of attractions—not the least of 
which is that it would allow us to account for all the conflicting evidence about whether 
animals learn associations or expectations.


Controlled Versus Automatic Processing 
The two-systems hypothesis assumes that the associative and cognitive systems differ in 
their outputs, with the associative system producing S–R associations and the cognitive 
system producing expectations. If so, it seems likely that the two systems would also dif-
fer in the processes they use to generate these outputs. In particular, theorists have specu-
lated that processing in the cognitive system sometimes involves conscious evaluation of 
evidence, whereas processing in the associative system is automatic, occurring without 


our awareness.


We can illustrate the difference 
between these processes by con-
sidering what happens when 
someone learns to drive a car. 
At first, learners have to pay 
close attention to their actions, 
monitoring every wheel move-
ment and anxiously trying to 
anticipate what they will have 
to do next. With practice, these 
movements become increas-
ingly smooth and automatic, 
until eventually the learner can 
drive without thinking about it 
and can even carry on a conver-
sation at the same time.


To account for such behavior, 
Shiffrin and Schneider (1977) 
proposed the existence of two 


This boy is learning how to drive, a process that doesn’t come 
easily for many teenagers. All of the boy’s concentration is 
on managing the gears and the pedals, which points to the 
fact that his brain is making use of controlled processes to 
determine the responses he makes. As the boy becomes more 
comfortable driving, he will start to rely more on automatic 
processes; in other words, his driving behavior will become 
more simple and automatic.
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fundamentally different kinds of processes in the brain. Controlled processes are pro-
cesses that require attention to be executed—for example, deciding what courses you will 
take. Because the total amount of attention available at any one time is limited, only a 
small number of controlled processes can be performed at the same time. In automatic 
processes, on the other hand, a stimulus elicits a response automatically, without any 
need for attention. As a result, many automatic processes can be carried out simultane-
ously, without any interference. In our car-driving example, driving at first requires con-
siderable attention, making it difficult to carry out other processes at the same time. With 
practice, however, the movements involved in driving become increasingly automatic, 
leaving more attention available for other activities such as talking.


This distinction between controlled and automatic processes provides us with a possible 
framework for understanding the associative and cognitive systems of learning. Perhaps 
the associative system, having evolved first, relies on simple, automatic processes. And 
perhaps the cognitive system, based in the enlarged neocortex, uses more demanding 
controlled processes to evaluate alternative courses of action before selecting a response.


Consider, for example, what happens when we encounter a stimulus previously present 
during reinforcement. In the associative system, this stimulus would automatically acti-
vate a response. In the cognitive system, however, the likely consequences of alternative 
responses would be evaluated before a response was selected.


Similar differences might arise during reinforcement itself. In the associative system, process-
ing might again be automatic, leading to the strengthening of whatever behavior happened 
to precede the reinforcer. In the cognitive system, on the other hand, the reinforcer might 
trigger conscious evaluation of the available information before deciding which behavior 
was responsible. According to the two-system hypothesis, either outcome should be pos-
sible, depending on whether conditions favored control by the associative system or the cog-
nitive system. In the following sections, we will look at evidence bearing on this prediction.


Automatic: Reinforcement Without Awareness 
Let us begin with the possibility of reinforcement acting automatically—can a reinforcer 
really strengthen our behavior without our realizing it? Thorndike, as we have seen, 
believed that it could. In his view, rewards strengthen whatever behaviors precede them, 
without any need for conscious deliberation.


[A reward] does not pick out the “right” or “essential” or “useful” con-
nection by any mystical or logical potency. It is, on the contrary, as natural 
in its action as a falling stone . . . It will strengthen connections which are 
wrong, irrelevant or useless, provided that they are close enough to the 
satisfier. (Thorndike, 1935, p. 39)


Thumb Twitches


So, can rewards affect people’s behavior without their realizing it? To find out, Hefferline, 
Keenan, and Harford (1959) informed subjects that they were participating in a study of 
the effects of stress on body tension. Electrodes were attached to their bodies to assess 
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muscular tension, and the effect 
of stress was evaluated by ran-
domly alternating periods of 
soothing music and a harsh 
noise. In fact, the duration of 
the noise was not random: The 
noise was terminated whenever 
the subjects contracted a very 
small muscle within their left 
thumbs—a response so small 
that it could not be observed 
visually and could be detected 
only by an electrode mounted 
above the muscle. Over the 
course of the session, there was 
a dramatic increase in contrac-
tions of the muscle. When inter-
viewed afterward, however, all 
the subjects “still believed that 
they had been passive victims with respect to the onset and duration of the noise, and all 
seemed astounded to learn that they themselves had been in control” (p. 1339). In a subse-
quent experiment, Hefferline and Keenan (1961) extended this result by showing that they 
could differentially reinforce subjects for contractions of particular magnitudes, so that 
subjects could learn to precisely control a muscle whose activity they could not detect.


The Double Agent


Further evidence that reinforcement can affect people’s behavior without their awareness 
came from an ingenious experiment by Rosenfeld and Baer (1969). Subjects were told 
that they were participating in a study of social attitudes and were asked questions about 
topics such as the Vietnam conflict. The interviewer—a graduate student recruited by the 
authors to carry out the study—was told to observe the subjects to see if they engaged in 
any distinctive mannerisms and then to reinforce one of these behaviors by nodding his 
head whenever the behavior occurred.


The first subject was observed to rub his chin occasionally as he talked, so the interviewer, 
in consultation with the authors, set out to reinforce this behavior. In fact, the “subject” 
was actually a confederate of the experimenter: He pretended to be naive, but he had been 
briefed in advance about what would happen and instructed to rub his chin whenever the 
interviewer said “yeah.” In other words, while the interviewer was trying to reinforce the 
“subject” for rubbing his chin, the “subject” was actually using the desired outcome of 
chin rubbing to reinforce the interviewer for saying “yeah”!


The frequency with which the interviewer said “yeah” over the course of the experiment 
is shown in Figure 8.3. During the baseline phase, the “subject” rubbed his chin at random 
intervals, regardless of the interviewer’s behavior. When chin rubbing was then made 
contingent on the interviewer’s saying “yeah,” the frequency of this verbal behavior 
increased substantially; when reinforcement was discontinued, it returned to low levels. 
In subsequent sessions, the frequency of “yeah” again increased when reinforced, but not 


An interesting experiment by Hefferline et al. (1959) 
demonstrates that behavior can be modified without conscious 
awareness: The subjects in Hefferline’s experiment learned to 
unconsciously control the termination of a noise by contracting 
a small muscle in their left thumbs.
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when reinforcement was made contingent on a different verbal behavior (“mm-hmm”). 
Chin rubbing was thus clearly effective in reinforcing the response on which it was contin-
gent, but the “experimenter” was totally unaware that his own behavior was being rein-
forced. When he was eventually told what had happened, his reaction was one of stunned 
incredulity. (The procedure, incidentally, is neatly summarized in the title of Rosenfeld 
and Baer’s 1969 report: “Unnoticed Verbal Conditioning of an Aware Experimenter by a 
More Aware Subject: The Double-Agent Effect.”)


The claim that reinforcement can strengthen people’s behavior without their awareness 
has not gone unchallenged. Although subjects in these and many other experiments have 
said that they were not aware of the reinforcement contingency, critics have argued that we 
should not accept these reports at face value (Brewer, 1974; Shanks & St. John, 1994). Hef-
ferline and his colleagues, for example, reported few details of the questions they used to 
assess awareness, and it is possible that their subjects were not given an adequate opportu-
nity to reveal knowledge that they actually possessed. On the other hand, subsequent stud-
ies that adopted more stringent procedures for measuring awareness have also reported 
strong evidence for reinforcement without awareness (for example, Svartdal, 1995; Lieber-
man, Connell, & Moos, 1998). Because of the difficulties inherent in assessing mental states, 
this issue may never be resolved beyond doubt, but at present it does look as if reinforce-
ment can function automatically, changing people’s behavior without their awareness.


Figure 8.3: The effect of a desired outcome on the interviewer’s saying “yeah”


During different phases of the experiment, the interviewee rubbed his chin at random (baselines), after 
the interviewer said “yeah,” or after he said “mm-hmm.”
Source: Data from Rosenfeld & Baer, 1969
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Controlled: Testing Hypotheses 
In at least some situations, then, it appears as if reinforcement can function in the kind of 
automatic fashion predicted by S–R theorists. What, then, of the cognitive system—does 
it also play an important role in the reinforcement of human behavior?


Concept Learning 


One line of evidence pointing strongly to the role of cognitive processes has come from 
research on concept learning. In a typical experiment, subjects are shown a set of pic-
tures—for example, one picture might be of a red triangle. They are told that some of 
the pictures show instances of a target concept and some don’t. After seeing each picture 
they are to say whether they think it shows an example of the concept, and the experi-
menter will then tell them whether they were correct. If the concept is a simple one such 
as “red,” for example, subjects are told that they are correct whenever they select a card 


containing this color.


To explain how participants solve problems such 
as this, cognitive theorists proposed that they for-
mulate hypotheses about the solution and then 
systematically test these hypotheses (for exam-
ple, Bruner, Goodnow, & Austin, 1956; Trabasso 
& Bower, 1968). On the first trial, for example, a 
subject might guess that the concept was “trian-
gle,” and therefore say that the red triangle was 
an example. If the experimenter told her that she 
was wrong, she would conclude that this hypoth-
esis must have been incorrect and would select a 
new hypothesis (for example, that the concept is 
“circle”) for testing on the next trial.


Marvin Levine proposed a formal theory of how 
subjects test hypotheses in this sort of situation. 
(Similar models were proposed by other theorists 
such as Trabasso & Bower, 1968.) Levine’s (1971) 
theory was based on three simple assumptions:


•	 Subjects	start	any	problem	with	a	set	of	
hypotheses about the solution.


•	 On	each	trial,	subjects	select	one	hypoth-
esis for testing and base their response on 
this hypothesis.


•	 If	the	hypothesis	is	correct,	they	retain	it	for	
testing on the following trial; if it is incor-
rect, they abandon it and select another 
hypothesis from those remaining in the set.


As simple as this theory is, it leads to a number 
of interesting predictions about subjects’ behav-
ior while solving problems. One such prediction 


When faced with the problem of figuring 
out how to get an obstinate child to eat her 
peas, a parent may entertain a certain set of 
hypotheses: the first may be that the child 
will eat her peas if the parent pretends that 
an airplane (spoon) is flying into an airport 
(child’s mouth). If this is tested and found to 
be useless, the hypothesis will be discarded 
and another one tried, such as putting 
cheese on top of the peas. If this hypothesis 
does not entice the child to eat the peas, 
another will be tried. Each hypothesis 
will be tested until the correct solution is 
stumbled upon—or the parent finally gives 
up in despair!
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concerns what happens when a subject’s initial set of hypotheses does not contain the cor-
rect hypothesis. If the set is small—say, 5 to 10 hypotheses—subjects should soon realize 
that none of the hypotheses in this set is correct, and they should then generate a new set 
of hypotheses for testing. If the set is very large, however, they should continue to sample 
hypotheses from this incorrect set. If we now add the assumption that subjects learn only 
about the hypotheses they are testing, the theory predicts that if subjects start a problem 
with a very large set of hypotheses that does not include the solution, they should fail to 
solve the problem, no matter how simple it is.


To test this prediction, Levine (1971) asked college students to select the letter A or B on 
every trial. If they said A, the experimenter told them that they were correct; if they said 
B, the experimenter told them that they were wrong. The problem was thus unbelievably 
simple: All subjects had to do was learn to say A. Not surprisingly, subjects in a control 
group required an average of only three trials to solve the problem, as the hypothesis that 
A is correct would have seemed an obvious possibility.


To see what would happen if subjects did not include the correct solution in their hypothe-
sis set, Levine gave a second group pretraining in which the correct letter on each trial was 
determined by a complex alternation sequence. The basis of solution for a typical prob-
lem was the sequence AABAAABABB, a sequence that was repeated over and over. If the 
subject did not solve the problem within 115 trials, the experimenter verbally explained 
the solution and then presented a new problem, again involving a complex alternation 
sequence. In all, subjects received six such problems during pretraining.


When transferred to the test problem, how should these subjects perform? Despite the 
utter simplicity of the problem, Levine predicted that subjects would find it insoluble. On 
the first pretraining problem, subjects might begin by testing relatively simple hypotheses 
such as “A is always correct,” but as simple hypotheses of this kind repeatedly proved 
inadequate, they would turn to more complex hypotheses. By the end of pretraining, 
Levine suggested, their hypothesis set would consist exclusively of such complex hypoth-
eses. When transferred to the test problem, they would be unable to solve it because their 
hypothesis set would not contain the simple hypothesis “A is correct.”


The result was that 81% of the subjects failed to solve the problem, even when given 115 
trials to do so. Indeed, there was no sign of any improvement in the performance of these 
subjects. On trials 91–100, for example, only 53% of their responses were correct, a figure 
statistically indistinguishable from chance. Thus, even though the response of saying A 
was reinforced every time it occurred, there was no increase in its probability. The implica-
tion is that reinforcement was not strengthening the overt response of saying A but, rather, 
whatever covert hypothesis gave rise to it.


This result stands in marked contrast to that found by Rosenfeld and Baer’s double agent 
experiment, where reinforcement seemed to strengthen whatever response preceded it. In 
Levine’s experiment, the response of A was reinforced repeatedly, and yet there was no 
sign of any increase in its strength. This seems to strengthen the theory that, just as with 
animals, humans possess two separate systems for learning about the world. In Levine’s 
experiment, responding seemed to be under the control of the cognitive system, so that 
even if the association between A and reinforcement was strengthened, participants were 
seeking a solution in line with their previous training, and so the strengthening did not 
influence their responses.
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The FI Scallop


If, as these results suggest, humans, like animals, possess both associative and cognitive 
systems for processing information, and in some situations one system can dominate 
responding to the exclusion of the other, this could explain many other findings in the 
learning literature, including a rather peculiar one involving FI (fixed interval) schedules. 
As we saw in Chapter 5, in FI schedules responses are reinforced only after the passage 
of a fixed interval following the previous reinforcement. In an FI 60-second schedule, for 
example, the first response to occur 60 seconds after the previous reinforcement will again 
produce reinforcement. Because responding is never reinforced immediately after rein-
forcement, subjects eventually learn not to respond at this time. As the time for the next 
reinforcement comes nearer, subjects begin to respond faster and faster, with responding 
reaching a peak just before the next reinforcement is due. This pattern of responding is 
called an FI scallop.


This pattern of behavior has been 
observed in scores of experi-
ments involving rats and pigeons 
but, strangely, it is rarely seen in 
experiments involving humans. 
Human subjects show a wide 
variety of different response pat-
terns: Sometimes they respond 
at a high rate throughout the 
interval, sometimes they make 
only a few responses at the end, 
and so on (for example, Lowe, 
Harzem, & Bagshaw, 1978).


Why do identical FI schedules 
produce different effects in ani-
mals and humans? One possibil-
ity is differences in the availabil-
ity of language. When human 
subjects in an experiment are 
reinforced, they tend to formu-
late verbal hypotheses about 
why. Suppose, for example, that a participant in an experiment on FI schedules happens to 
be responding at a high rate the first time he earns a reward. He might tentatively assume 
that reinforcement is earned by responding at a high rate, and then test this hypothesis 
by again responding at a high rate. Every time he responds in this way he will eventually 
be reinforced, and so he will continue to respond at a high rate indefinitely. But because 
different subjects will generate different hypotheses, their behavior will also differ. (Note 
that we are still assuming that reinforcement strengthens the behavior that precedes it, but 
in this case the strengthened response is assumed to be the covert hypothesis rather than 
the overt movement.) The reason that FI schedules have different effects on humans, then, 
could simply be that people generate hypotheses about why they are being reinforced, and 
these verbal hypotheses then control their behavior.


Research on infants has supported this analysis. Infants do not possess language, so we 
might expect their behavior to be more under the control of the associative system and 


In an FI schedule in which reinforcement is made available at 
fixed intervals, the result is often a tendency to respond slowly 
immediately after a reinforcer is received but then to respond 
at a steadily increasing rate as the time for the next reinforcer 
approaches. Students display a similar pattern when exams 
are scheduled at fixed intervals, with low rates of studying 
immediately after an exam building to a night of cramming 
immediately before the next one.
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thus similar to that of animals. As this analysis predicts, infants and children under the 
age of 2 produce exactly the same kind of FI scallops as animals. As children grow older, 
their behavior increasingly resembles that of adults, until by the age of 7, when children’s 
verbal skills are more sophisticated, their behavior is the same as adults (for example, 
Lowe, Harzem, & Bagshaw, 1978). The discrepancy between the effects of FI schedules on 
humans and animals, therefore, can be largely explained if we assume that animals and 
humans both possess two learning systems, but that the human capacity for language has 
meant that the cognitive system plays a greater role in humans (see also Hayes & Ju, 1998).


Conclusions 
The view that learning can take two fundamentally different forms has become increas-
ingly popular in recent years (for example, Bolles, 1972; Mackintosh & Dickinson, 1979; 
Rescorla, 1987; Öhman & Mineka, 2001). After decades of theoretical warfare, it is almost 
as if a truce has been declared, with both sides agreeing that the other had a good case 
after all, and everyone getting together for drinks and a barbecue.


This emerging consensus is highly gratifying. It suggests that years of theoretical battles 
have not been in vain, and it clarifies why the war was so hard for each side to win. 
However, not all of the differences have disappeared. Although there is now impressive 
agreement about fundamental concepts, shadings of the earlier split still exist, and this 
is reflected in continuing differences in terminology. For example, Rescorla (1987), who 
describes himself as an “unreconstructed associationist,” still prefers to use the language 
of associations in describing learning: Instead of talking of expectations, he uses the term 
response–reinforcer or response–outcome (R–O) association. In some respects, the distinc-
tion is purely linguistic because what Rescorla means by a response–outcome associa-
tion seems almost identical to what Tolman meant by an expectation: a link between a 
response and an outcome that allows subjects to anticipate what will occur. A case can be 
made, however, that the choice of terms to describe this unit, whether associative or cogni-
tive, has potentially important implications.


The advantage of the term association is that its meaning is more clearly defined: Two 
events are associated when one elicits or activates the other. The term avoids some of 
the excess (and ambiguous) theoretical baggage that the term expectation brings with it 
from its use in everyday discourse. On the other hand, for precisely this reason, the term 
expectation might be preferable because its richer (albeit ambiguous) meanings allow it to 
explain behavior that a strictly associative account has considerable difficulty with. The 
searching behavior of Tinklepaugh’s monkeys is much easier to understand if we assume 
that they had learned to expect a banana under the cup, rather than simply forming a 
response–banana association.


The real problem here is that both interpretations need to be spelled out more clearly. If we 
say that animals learn expectations, we need to define these clearly enough so that we can 
predict exactly what behaviors a frustrated monkey will exhibit. Similarly, if we say that 
a monkey has learned an R–O association, we need to specify how this association will be 
translated into behavior.


And if reinforcement changes people’s behavior automatically in some situations but only 
if they are aware of the R–O relationship in others, we need to understand the relationship 
between these two processes, and when one will dominate rather than the other.
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We will consider these issues further as we proceed. For the moment, however, let us not 
disturb the prevailing mood of peace with calls to further battle; in most respects, associa-
tive and cognitive theorists have converged on remarkably similar accounts of learning.


8.3 The Paradox of Avoidance
We will conclude our discussion of theories of reinforcement with an examination of one of 
the oldest and most difficult issues in this area, concerning how animals and people learn 
to avoid dangerous events. Technically, an avoidance response is defined as a response 
that postpones or prevents an aversive event. An avoidance response is distinguished 
from an escape response, which is one that terminates an unpleasant stimulus.


On the face of it, learning to avoid unpleasant events is quite straightforward. In a typical 
avoidance experiment, a rat is trained in a shuttle box with a hurdle in the middle (Figure 
8.4). A tone is presented for 10 seconds, followed by an electric shock delivered through the 
floor of the cage. If the rat jumps over the hurdle while the shock is on, the shock is immedi-
ately terminated. If the rat jumps before the shock comes on, the tone is turned off and the 
scheduled shock is cancelled. This is even better, from the rat’s point of view. Thus, depend-
ing on when the rat jumps over the barrier, it can either escape from the shock once it is on or 
avoid it altogether. The procedure is called “signaled avoidance,” because the experimenter 
provides a signal to indicate when the shock is imminent. Figure 8.5 diagrams the procedure.


Figure 8.4: A shuttle box used for avoidance training


Electric shock is delivered through the grid floor, but the shock can be avoided if the rat shuttles from 
one side of the box to the other by jumping over the barrier.
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Figure 8.5: Diagram of a signalled avoidance procedure


Shock is typically presented following a 10-second warning stimulus. If the subject makes no response, 
the shock terminates after a fixed period; if the subject responds during the shock, both the warning 
stimulus and the shock are immediately terminated; if the subject responds before the shock, the 
warning stimulus is terminated and the forthcoming shock is canceled.


10 sec


shock 


response 


warning
stimulus


escape avoidance


10 sec


Time


Typical performance for one subject on this task (in this case, a dog) is shown in Figure 
8.6. For the first seven trials, the dog’s response latency—the time from the beginning of 
the trial until it responded—was greater than 10 seconds, so it received a shock on every 
trial. It avoided shock on trial 8, however, and continued to do so on every trial thereafter.
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Figure 8.6: Avoidance learning of a typical dog


Shock was initiated 10 seconds after the onset of the warning stimulus, so responses that had a latency 
of less than 10 seconds avoided shock. This is the outcome for one dog—he clearly learned very quickly.
Source: Adapted from Solomon & Wynne, 1953
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In some respects, this result is hardly surprising: If an animal can avoid an unpleasant 
shock by jumping over a barrier, then of course it will do so. For reinforcement theorists, 
however, this learning posed a serious dilemma because the consequence of a success-
ful avoidance response was that absolutely nothing happened. How could nothing act to 
reinforce behavior?
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Two-Factor Theory 
An ingenious solution to this problem was proposed by O. Hobart Mowrer (1947), whose 
explanation has become known as two-factor theory. According to Mowrer, the pairing 
of tone and shock results in conditioning of fear to the tone. When the rat eventually 
jumps over the hurdle and terminates the tone, therefore, its level of fear is reduced. And, 
because fear is aversive, the termination of this aversive state reinforces jumping. Thus, 
the rat jumps over the barrier not because it wants to avoid shock but, rather, to escape 
from the warning stimulus. According to this theory, avoidance learning depends on two 


factors or processes: classical conditioning of fear 
to the tone, and reinforcement of the avoidance 
response by termination of the tone.


This analysis leads to a number of testable impli-
cations. For example, in Chapter 5 we saw that 
motives such as hunger and thirst increase the 
vigor of responding—the longer a rat has been 
deprived of food, the faster it will run down an 
alley to obtain food. If fear provides the motive 
for avoidance behavior, therefore, increasing 
subjects’ fear should increase the speed of their 
avoidance responding.


In one test of this prediction, Rescorla and LoLordo  
(1965) trained dogs using a procedure known as 
Sidman avoidance. No warning stimulus is used 
in this procedure, and shock is programmed to 
occur at fixed time intervals (the shock–shock 
interval). If the subject makes an avoidance 
response, however, the next programmed shock is 
postponed for a fixed period (the response–shock 
interval). In Rescorla and LoLordo’s experiment, 
shocks were programmed to occur every 10 sec-
onds, but every time the dogs jumped over the 
hurdle in the shuttle box they ensured a shock-
free period of 30 seconds. By jumping at least 
once every 30 seconds, therefore, the dogs could 
ensure that they would never receive a shock.


Once the dogs learned the avoidance response, Rescorla and LoLordo confined them to 
one half of the shuttle box and gave them discriminative fear conditioning trials in which 
one tone (CS+) was followed by shock, but a second tone (CS–) was not. Sidman avoid-
ance training was then resumed, and once the dogs were again responding reliably, CS+ 
and CS– were occasionally presented for five seconds at a time. When CS+ was presented, 
the rate of jumping immediately doubled, despite the fact that the dogs were already 
responding at a rate that avoided all shock. When CS– was presented, on the other hand, 
the rate of responding fell to almost zero. As predicted by two-factor theory, therefore, 
conditioned fear exerted powerful control over the rate of responding. Many other experi-
ments also confirmed predictions derived from the theory (see McAllister & McAllister, 


Two-factor theory can explain why ringing 
a dinner bell will often bring children 
running to the table to eat, especially if 
there is some sort of negative consequence 
for not coming to the table on time. 
Mowrer would say they are attempting 
to escape from the dinner bell (warning 
stimulus) rather than trying to avoid the 
negative consequence.
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1991, and Levis & Brewer, 2001, for reviews). Despite these successes, other evidence 
posed some serious problems for the theory, and we will examine two of these problems.


The Response Problem 


The Problem


One difficulty arose when psychologists tried to train rats to avoid shock by performing 
responses other than running in an alley. The most embarrassing of these problems arose 
when experimenters tried to teach rats to press a bar to avoid shock. In previous chapters 
we have seen that rats are very good at pressing bars to obtain food, and we have now 
seen that they learn very rapidly to jump over a hurdle or run down an alley to avoid 
shock. So, bar-pressing is an easily learned response, and avoidance of shock is a very 
powerful reinforcer. You might think, therefore, that it would be very easy to train rats to 
press a bar to avoid shock. Certainly most learning psychologists thought so, but it gradu-
ally became clear that this optimism was unfounded. Whereas rats need an average of 
only six trials to learn to run down an alley to avoid shock, they need hundreds of trials to 
learn to press a bar to avoid shock, and many never do (Bolles, 1970).


Pressing the bar turns off the warning stimulus in exactly the same way as running down 
an alley, so two-factor theory says that pressing the bar should produce a substantial 
reduction in the rat’s fear, and hence should be easily learned. Why, then, do rats fare so 
badly on this simple task?


Bolles’s SSDR Solution


Bolles (1970) offered a possible explanation. He began by arguing that two-factor theory 
was based on a fundamental misinterpretation of the role of avoidance learning in an ani-
mal’s life, illustrating his point with a fable:


Once upon a time there was a little animal who ran around in the forest. 
One day while he was running around, our hero was suddenly attacked by 
a predator. He was hurt and, of course, frightened, but he was lucky and 
managed to escape . . . . 


Some time later our furry friend was again running around in the forest . . . 
when suddenly . . . he heard or saw or smelled some stimulus which on the 
earlier occasion had preceded the attack by the predator. Now on this occa-
sion our friend became frightened, he immediately took flight as he had on 
the previous occasion, and quickly got safely back home . . . . I propose that 
this familiar fable . . . is utter nonsense. No owl hoots or whistles 5 seconds 
before pouncing on a mouse . . . . Nor will the owl give the mouse enough 
trials for the necessary learning to occur. (Bolles, 1970, p. 32)


If an animal is to survive, Bolles argued, it needs innately programmed responses to allow 
it to react quickly to dangerous situations. Because each species has somewhat different 
behaviors for coping with danger, Bolles called these responses species-specific defense 
reactions (SSDRs). He suggested that rats have three main defensive reactions—broadly, 
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freezing, flight, or fight—and 
that which of these responses 
will occur depends on the 
rat’s environment at the time 
it is frightened. If the rat is in a 
confined space where escape is 
impossible, it is likely to freeze; 
if it is in an open field, it is more 
likely to run for cover.


Applying this analysis to labo-
ratory research on avoidance 
learning, Bolles said that when 
shock is presented it elicits fear, 
and this fear is conditioned to 
the test chamber. The next time 
the rat is placed in the appara-
tus, it becomes frightened, and 
this fear elicits innate SSDRs. The reason the rat runs down an alley, therefore, is not that 
it was reinforced for doing so, but because running for shelter is its innate defensive reac-
tion in an environment such as an alley. The result is that it is very easy to train a rat to 
run down an alley to avoid shock; indeed, Bolles (1989) suggests that training a rat to run 
in this situation is rather like teaching a child to sneeze if you stick a feather in his nose. A 
Skinner box, on the other hand, is a confined space, and here the rat’s SSDR is to freeze; if 
a rat is freezing, it will clearly have more difficulty pressing a bar.


Some aspects of this account now seem wrong—see Fanselow and Lester (1988)—but the 
insight at its heart is probably correct: Animals do have built-in responses to signals for 
danger, and these innate reactions can strongly influence what behaviors they will learn.


The Fearlessness Problem 
A further problem for two-factor theory came from evidence that fear and avoidance 
responding are not linked as firmly as the theory suggests. According to the theory, fear 
provides the motive for avoidance responding, but once the response is well learned, sub-
jects respond without apparent fear. For example, when dogs are first trained in a shuttle 
box, they urinate and defecate when the warning stimulus is presented. As training con-
tinues, however, these signs of fear disappear, and eventually subjects jump over the bar-
rier with apparent nonchalance (for example, Solomon & Wynne, 1953; Kamin, Brimer, & 
Black, 1963; Cook, Mineka, & Trumble, 1987).


Nonchalant Dogs 


This reduction in fear is not, in itself, damaging to two-factor theory; after all, once the 
avoidance response is learned, shock is no longer presented. According to the theory, 
however, the virtual disappearance of fear should be accompanied by a dramatic decline 
in avoidance responding, and this rarely happens. Solomon, Kamin, and Wynne (1953) 
reported a particularly dramatic example. In the first phase, dogs were trained to jump 


This snowshoe hare’s instinct to flee from a lynx is an innately 
programmed response known as a species-specific defense 
reaction (SSDR).
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over a barrier to avoid shock, and they were then given extinction trials in which no 
shock was presented. Because the warning stimulus was no longer followed by shock, 
fear should have been extinguished, and thus (according to two-factor theory) avoid-
ance responding should have stopped. The dogs, however, continued to respond for 200 
trials without any sign of slackening, and one persisted for 650 trials—in the end, it was 
the experimenters who gave up. The dogs would probably have stopped responding 
had training continued long enough (Mackintosh, 1974; Levis, 1989), but according to 
two-factor theory there should have been at least some extinction of fear, and thus some 
slowing down in the latency of the avoidance response to the warning signal. Quite the 
contrary, responding actually became faster during extinction and continued to improve 
for 200 trials.


A Cognitive Account 


To explain the persistence of avoidance responding in the apparent absence of fear, Selig-
man and Johnston (1973) proposed a cognitive theory of avoidance learning. Building on 
the work of earlier cognitive theorists such as Tolman, Seligman, and Johnston proposed 
that avoidance responding is based not on fear, but on the subject’s expectation that a 
response will avoid shock. During the initial training trials, when the warning stimulus is 
repeatedly followed by shock, it is assumed that subjects form an expectation that shock 
will occur when this stimulus is presented. When the animal finally jumps over the barrier 
and avoids the shock, it forms a new expectation—that shock does not occur if the response 
is made. The next time the warning stimulus is presented, the animal recalls both expecta-
tions—shock occurs if it doesn’t jump, but not if it does—and because it understandably 
prefers not to be shocked, it performs the response that will produce this outcome.


Note that fear plays almost no role in this analysis. The subject does not jump because 
it is frightened but because it prefers the outcome of no shock to shock, and therefore 
responds to produce it. Seligman and Johnston do assume that fear is classically condi-


tioned and that this fear plays an 
important role in directing the 
animal’s initial reactions; they 
believe, however, that once the 
required avoidance response is 
performed successfully and the 
animal learns that this response 
will avoid shock, its behavior 
thereafter is based solely on this 
expectation.


Because of the small role allo-
cated to fear in this theory, it 
can readily account for the evi-
dence that was so embarrass-
ing for two-factor theory. First, 
regarding the disappearance of 
fear during training, the theory 
assumes that once the avoid-
ance response is learned, and 


According to cognitive theorists, it is an expectation that a 
response will avoid an aversive stimulus and not fear itself that 
causes avoidance responding. These pedestrians are standing 
on the sidewalk not because they are fearful, but because 
they know that if they cross when the light is red, they may be 
struck by a car.
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thus the warning stimulus is no longer followed by shock, the fear conditioned to this 
stimulus will extinguish. The dog will continue to jump, however, because it still expects 
shock to occur if it doesn’t, and it prefers to avoid this outcome. The situation is analogous 
to that of pedestrians at a traffic light: If they don’t cross, it is not because they are fright-
ened but because they know that if they were to cross they might be run over. It is this 
knowledge that restrains them, not any active sense of fear.


Regarding the difficulty of extinguishing avoidance behavior, this too follows directly 
from a cognitive analysis. The theory says that avoidance depends on two expectations: In 
the absence of a response, shock will occur; if a response is made, shock will not occur. On 
the first extinction trial, the dog holds both these expectations and, therefore, responds. 
When it does not receive a shock, its expectation that responding will not be followed by 
shock is confirmed, and it therefore continues to jump. With each new trial, this expecta-
tion receives further confirmation, so, if anything, the dog’s tendency to jump is strength-
ened—exactly the result that Solomon’s group found.


If this analysis is correct, then animals continue to respond during extinction because they 
never get a chance to learn what would happen if they didn’t respond. If animals were 
forcibly prevented from responding, so that they could learn that shocks no longer occur 
when they don’t respond, then responding should finally extinguish. In one test of this 
prediction, Katzev and Berman (1974) trained rats to avoid shock in a shuttle box and 
then gave them 50 extinction trials during which the CS was still presented but shock no 
longer followed. One group was still allowed to jump over the barrier during this phase, 
but a response prevention, or flooding, group had a barrier placed above the hurdle so 
that they could not jump. When subsequently tested with the barrier removed, subjects in 
the normal extinction group still responded on 59% of the trials, whereas those prevented 
from jumping responded on only 32%. As predicted by a cognitive analysis, preventing 
the avoidance response, and thus allowing subjects to experience that nothing bad hap-
pens, leads to rapid extinction of avoidance responding, although in this case the response 
did not disappear completely. (From a cognitive perspective, can you suggest why some 
responding still occurred?)


Seligman and Johnston’s cognitive theory thus not only can account for the evidence that 
proved so difficult for two-factor theory, it can also generate accurate predictions of its 
own (see also Mineka, 1979). Unfortunately, the theory’s strength is also its weakness. 
The fact that fear plays a minor role in the theory allows it to explain the continuation of 
avoidance responding in the absence of fear; for the same reason, it has difficulty explain-
ing evidence that fear does influence avoidance. In the Rescorla and LoLordo experiment 
described earlier, for example, presenting a stimulus that had previously been paired 
with shock doubled subjects’ rate of responding, even though they were already avoiding 
shock effectively. It is difficult for a purely cognitive explanation to account for this dra-
matic increase in responding (see also Grossen, Kostansek, and Bolles, 1969).


Evaluation 
We thus have three theories that can each account for some aspects of avoidance learn-
ing, but none that seems able to account for it all. The obvious solution is to suppose 
that each theory is at least partly correct, and this may well be the case. The situation is 
perhaps analogous to the story of a group of blind men asked to identify an elephant by 
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touching it. One (touching its trunk) reported that it was a snake; another (touching a 
leg) thought that it was a tree, and so on. Similarly, in the case of avoidance, each theorist 
may have correctly described one aspect, and the task for the future will be to integrate 
these accounts.


One possible framework for this integration is provided by our old friend, the two-system 
hypothesis. The associative system could be responsible for the role of fear (and innate 
reactions to this fear), and the cognitive system for the role of expectations. As noted ear-
lier, though, the two-system hypothesis provides only an outline—in this case, it doesn’t 
tell us how the two systems interact to control avoidance responding. Suppose, for exam-
ple, that you learned to push a button to avoid painful shocks and were then told that the 
shocks were being discontinued. Assuming that you genuinely believed this information, 
would your fear immediately disappear, or would onset of the CS still make your heart 
pound? Our understanding of avoidance behavior has increased substantially over the 
years, but we still have a way to go.


Summary and Review


•	 Theories	of	reinforcement	have	been	dominated	by	a	clash	between	two	views,	
known as S–R theory and cognitive theory.


•	 S–R	theorists	believed	that	learning	involves	the	formation	of	stimulus-response	
associations, so that no learning should occur if a response is not made. Research 
on learning without responding, however, showed that animals can learn even 
when they sit quietly. To accommodate this evidence, Hull argued that it is 
acceptable to postulate unobservable states at a theoretical level, provided that 
the theory leads to testable predictions about overt behavior (neobehaviorism).


• Tolman, a cognitive psychologist, adopted a similar position, but the two sides 
continued to disagree about the nature of these internal states—Hull still empha-
sized the role of simple associations, whereas Tolman believed in more complex 
forms such as expectations. It proved remarkably difficult to establish which 
view was correct, partly because the theories were more similar than they sound, 
partly because both were ambiguous. A third possible reason is that both were 
right, as two separate learning systems have developed over the course of evolu-
tion, one associative and one cognitive.


•	 Thorndike	suggested	one	property	of	the	associative	system,	that	reinforcement	
strengthens associations automatically, without subjects’ conscious awareness. 
This view has been supported by research on reinforcement without awareness.


•	 Evidence	for	the	cognitive	system	has	come	from	research	on	concept	learn-
ing and schedules. In many situations people react to reinforcement by forming 
hypotheses about why they were reinforced, and these hypotheses then control 
their behavior.


•	 Research	on	avoidance	learning	also	suggests	the	existence	of	two	learning	sys-
tems. In a typical avoidance experiment, a tone signals shock, but subjects can 
avoid shock by responding before it occurs.


•	 According	to	two-factor	theory,	fear	is	conditioned	to	the	tone	(classical	con-
ditioning), and the avoidance response is reinforced because it terminates this 
aversive tone (reinforcement). According to Seligman and Johnston’s cognitive 
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analysis, subjects learn that shock occurs when they don’t respond and doesn’t 
occur when they do; because they prefer not to be shocked, they respond!


•	 Both	theories	can	explain	some	of	the	data	but	neither	can	explain	it	all.	An	obvi-
ous solution is to suppose that both theories are correct, though they will need to 
be modified to explain why some avoidance responses are harder to learn than 
others (the response problem).


Review Questions


 1. Define reinforcer devaluation. 
 2. In what way did Thorndike’s cats and Kohler’s chimpanzees behave differently? 


Why?
 3. How did Thorndike and Watson contribute to the development of S–R theory? 


Why did cognitive theorists disagree with them?
 4. What were the views of S–R and cognitive theorists about what is learned when 


a response is reinforced? What research was done to determine which theory was 
correct?


 5. What is neobehaviorism? How did Hull, as a behaviorist, justify talking about 
internal events?


 6. What assumptions did Hull and Tolman share in common? Where did they 
disagree?


 7. What evidence supports the view that animals learn S–R associations? What evi-
dence supports the view that they learn expectations?


 8. Why was it so difficult to decide whether S–R or cognitive theories of learning 
are correct?


 9. What is the two-system hypothesis? How could the Colwill and Rescorla experi-
ment be said to support it?


 10. What evidence suggests that human learning also takes two different forms, 
roughly comparable to habits and expectations?


 11. What evidence suggests that reinforcement can affect people’s behavior without 
their realizing it?


 12. What evidence suggests that human behavior is sometimes controlled by the 
associative system and sometimes by the cognitive system?


 13. How has the associative account of learning evolved from Thorndike to Hull to 
Rescorla? In what ways has it changed, and in what ways has it remained the 
same?


 14. How does Mowrer’s two-factor theory account for avoidance learning? What 
evidence supports this theory? What evidence opposes it?


 15. Why do rats have difficulty in learning to press a bar to avoid shock?
 16. How does Seligman and Johnston’s cognitive analysis account for avoidance 


learning? What evidence supports it, and what evidence opposes it?
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CHAPTER 8Concept Check


Concept Check


1. What is the primary difference between behaviorists and cognivists?


 a.  Behaviorists believed that behavior of animals could only provide limited 
understanding of human behavior, whereas cognivists thought that such 
experiments would be extremely helpful in understanding human learning.


 b.  Behaviorists believed that behavior should be explained only by visible events 
because only explanations stated in these terms could be objectively tested, 
whereas cognivists believed that even though mental states were difficult to 
observe, they still played a crucial role in determining behavior and should 
not be ignored.


 c.  Behaviorists believed that behavior should only be explained by visible events 
and that mental events were immeasurable regardless of what cognivists 
thought about human learning.


 d.  Behaviorists were convinced that mental states held no bearing on behavior 
whatsoever, whereas cognivists thought that mental states were the only mea-
sure for learning to be considered.


2. The two-system hypothesis of learning assumes associative and cognitive systems


 a.  differ in their outputs with the associative system producing S-R associations 
and the cognitive system producing expectations.


 b.  are similar in their outputs with each producing associations and expectations 
together.


 c.  differ in their outputs with the associative producing expectations and the 
cognitive producing S–R associations.


 d. are similar in their experimental design but achieve expectations as a result.


3. Evidence that reinforcement can affect people’s behavior without them knowing 
about it came from an experiment conducted by Rosenfeld and Baer. Though chal-
lenged by many, the outcome of this experiment became commonly known as


 a. concept learning.
 b. neobehaviorism.
 c. S–R analysis.
 d. the double agent affect.


4. What is the major question that is asked when the conflict between associative 
and cognitive theories of learning are concerned?


 a. What is learned when a reinforcer is presented?
 b. What is learned when a stimulus is changed?
 c. What is learned when an outcome differs from what was expected?
 d. What is learned when expectations are not realized?
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CHAPTER 8Key Terms


5. Why was introspection considered by behaviorists thought to be an unreliable 
guide to mental processes?


 a.  Because mental processes could guarantee that the results would be the most 
accurate when trying to assess what was learned in an experiment


 b.  Because mental processes were the only accurate way to obtain data to test the 
theory of learning in an experiment


 c.  Because visible behavior provides guaranteed results that what is observed is 
what is learned in an experiment


 d.  Because visible behavior was the only reliable way to obtain data to test the 
theory of learning in an experiment


Answers: 1) b, 2) a, 3) d, 4) a, 5) d


Key Terms


automatic processes Processes that 
occur rapidly, without any need for atten-
tion. Because conscious attention is not 
required, numerous automatic processes 
can be carried out simultaneously.


avoidance response A response that post-
pones or prevents an aversive event.


controlled processes Processes that require 
attention to be carried out. Controlled pro-
cesses are relatively slow, and only a lim-
ited number can be carried out at one time.


disruption A term used by Tolman to 
describe disturbances of behavior when an 
expected outcome does not occur.


docility A term used by Tolman to 
describe flexibility in choosing a new 
response to replace an old one that is no 
longer effective.


escape response A response that termi-
nates an aversive stimulus that is already 
present.


intervening variable A variable used in a 
theory to represent a hypothesized inter-
nal state. This state is elicited by a stimu-
lus and helps to determine the eventual 
response; the state thus intervenes between 
the independent variable (environment) 
and the dependent variable (behavior).


neobehaviorism A variant of behaviorism 
that is willing to consider internal states 
that cannot be observed directly, provided 
that any theories postulating such states 
lead to testable predictions about visible 
behavior.


Sidman avoidance In this procedure an 
aversive event such as shock occurs at 
fixed intervals (the shock-shock interval), 
but if an avoidance response is made at 
any time during this interval, the next pro-
grammed shock is postponed for a fixed 
period (the response-shock interval).


species-specific defense reactions (SSDRs)  
Innately programmed responses that are 
specific to each species and allow animals 
to react quickly to dangerous situations.
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CHAPTER 8Key Terms


S–R theory A theory that assumes that 
learning involves the formation of asso-
ciations between environmental stimuli 
(S) and the responses (R) made in their 
presence.


two-factor theory A theory proposed by 
O. Hobart Mowrer to explain avoidance 
learning. It assumes that fear is classically 
conditioned to a stimulus that warns of an 
impending event such as shock, and that 
the avoidance response is reinforced by 
termination of this aversive stimulus.
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